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)Dear Mr. Hendire: _.

MM :- 4
Iadm.As the director of a large university nuclear medicine program. ost concerned,

particularly as a result of meeting with NRC representatives at the recent Society of
Nuclear Medicine meeting in Atlanta. My concern is for the decision on the part of the
Nuclear Regulatory Cor:sission to recognize separate training e=serience criteria for diag-
nostic studies li=1ted to nuclear cardiology.

It has always been a policy of the Nuclear Regulatory Coms:ission to not recognize
separate speciality competence of physicians. Rather, the Nnhr Regulatory Commission
advisedly has always only stipulated as an initial requirement that a physician be licensed
to practice medicine. Sorting out cardiologists is an interfere:nce with the practice of
medicine in that the Nuclear Regulatory Co==ission now begins to recognize specific com-
petence areas of physicians. This would be a sad mistake on the part of the Nuclear Regu-
lacory Co= mission, and would open the way for all sorts of physicians with " specific areas
of competence" to petition for separate training and experience criteria. Gastroenter-
ologists, nephrologists, endocrinologists, et cetera, would premail. upon the NRC and make
the situatien i=possible. I have no oppositica to any phystei== with speciality train-
ing obtaining licenses, or rather these days, working under a Iicense, if they have had
the proper background training. There seems to be absolutely =sa reason whatsoever for the
specification of separate training and experience criteria for cardiologists, anc the same
criteria for all physicians wishing to use radionuclides shculd hold as it has irt the cast.
Furthermore, in my opinion, ths NRC very soon will have to ansurr for the continued lax
requirements, namely, of only three months in a training progran to utilize radienuclides
safely and efficaciously. The clinical use of radionuclides has markedly incressed in the
last ten years with little response to this fro = the NRC in terns of additional require- '

cents. The safe and efficacious use of radionuclides is consMnably more (omplex than in
prior years, and despite pressure from interest groups, I believe the NRC is going to have
to increase their requirements for base training. In =y opinious, a m4 4 =_m of six months
of training should be required, and probably one year would be ideal. As the director of
a training program, it is not impossible to adequately train young physicians to be able
to adequately use radionuclides in their practice in such a short seriod of three months.
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